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You Had Me at Hola Troll River Publications
Sadie O'Connor had successfully avoided Gage Montgomery for years. Hell,
she was practically a ninja at avoiding him. And if it weren't for a stray
dog, some barbed wire, and the giant gash across her left ass cheek (long
story), she might've been able to go on avoiding him. But now Gage-the
sexiest, grumpiest jerk she's ever laid eyes on-is right here, within
reach. And it's not long before her heart's ready to hurl itself at him.
Again. Too bad she can't afford to trust her heart. Not after what happened
the last time...Gage certainly wasn't expecting to come face-to-face-or,
face-to-ass, he supposed-with Sadie again, either. Their smokin' physical
chemistry had been complicated when they first met. (Mostly because she'd
been engaged to his cousin at the time. But that's another story...) Now
Gage knows exactly what he wants, and that's Sadie-in his arms, in his bed,
forever. All he has to do is convince the woman of his dreams to un-friend
zone him once and for all...But before Gage and Sadie can figure out how to
stow their emotional baggage and move forward together, they have to deal
with a crazy pregnant lady, Gage's even crazier family, and the re-
appearance of a particularly pesky ghost from Sadie's past. Looks like
things might get even more complicated this time around...You Wrecked Me is
book 2 in the You Complicate Me duet but can be read as a standalone. Not
intended for anyone who doesn't like characters who cuss, tons of nerdy pop
culture references, and all manner of familial silliness. For the rest of
you, happy reading!

Only with Me Erin McCarthy
Synopsis Slim and Nyla are running from someone who started chasing them after leaving the dance
studio. However; with no idea who it is and no one to help, Slim must find a way to lead the person in a
different direction so she could reach her husband. Unfortunately, Night has a dilemma of his own and
it's starts with Destiny who can't stay away. In the process of trying to find his wife, he becomes
extremely ill and passes out. When he comes to and finds out the real reason behind the sickness, he has
a choice to make. Will his marriage weather the storm or has his wife had enough and finally leaves
him?Rumor found out about Sky's past in a way she wish she hadn't. After confronting him about it,
someone shows up and vows to keep Sky in their life no matter what the cost. When the plan backfires, a
friend jumps in to help; only to suffer a fate of their own. With everything going on, one person is lurking
in the shadows waiting for the right moment to seek revenge but on who?Carl showed his true colors to
Kanae and had she mentioned it to her family, she wouldn't be dealing with his craziness. Jace
intervenes but Toni is trying her hardest to get him back. After realizing things aren't going her way, she
makes things worse and loses her own life. Will Jace get to Carl before he unleashes more fury on Kanae,
or will he get her right where he wants her?In the finale, relationships will be tested, loyalty will be
questioned, and lives will be lost. Find out if the Calhoun men will still have their women Feenin after all
the secrets come out.
Dirty Like Me Simon and Schuster
At Santa Cruz Central High School, they called them the misfits, the outcasts, the weirdos. But most
of us knew them as the Lost Boys...Holden Parish survived his parents' horrific attempts to make him
"the perfect son." After a year's stint in a Swiss sanitarium to recover, he has vowed to never let
anything--or anyone--trap him again. Brilliant but broken, he seeks refuge behind alcohol,
meaningless sex, and uses his wicked sense of humor to keep people away. He only has to ride out
one year in the coastal town of Santa Cruz with his aunt and uncle before he inherits his billions and
can make his escape. Disappear.Falling in love is not in the plans.River Whitmore. Star quarterback
of the Central High football team, Prom King, Mr. Popular, ladies' man. He leads the perfect
life...except it's all a lie. His father has River's future in the NFL all planned out, while River's dream is
to run the family business in the town that he loves. But his mother's illness is tearing the family apart
and River is becoming the glue that holds them together. How can he break his father's heart when
it's already shattering?River's carefully-crafted fa�ade explodes when he meets Holden Parish. A guy
who dresses in coats and scarves year-round, drinks expensive vodka, and spends his free time
breaking into houses for the fun of it. They're complete opposites. River seeks a quiet life, away from
the spotlight. Holden would rather have dental surgery than settle down.Holden's demons and
River's responsibilities threaten to keep them apart, while their undeniable attraction crashes them
together again and again, growing into something deep and real no matter how they resist.Until one
terrible night changes everything.#MMromancePlease note, this book contains spoilers for The Girl
in the Love Song
Kiss Me Slowly EK Publishing, LLC
Can a spirited, down-to-earth influencer get an uptight hockey player out of his shell? Josh I am a
warrior. That’s been my motto since I recovered from a near-death accident when I was younger. Now
I enjoy my nice, settled life in Dallas playing pro hockey—a boring life is better than being dead. I’m not
a party guy or an adventurer; I like my routine and peace and quiet. So being traded to New York is the
worst possible change that could happen. And meeting unfiltered and fascinating Sara Carrington
throws my life into even more chaos. Sara I’ve been considered weird my whole life, which is why I’m
still a virgin, but I’ve turned it into a career with my YouTube videos. Who knew people would love
watching me talk about my zits, taste-test meatless burgers, and try to learn TikTok dances! Now I’m
launching a podcast. Getting hockey star Josh Heller as a guest will help gain listeners for sure. I
expect a bearded jock with no teeth and nothing to say, but I get a hot as H-E-double-hockey-sticks
grouch with a surprisingly dirty mind. My mission to make him laugh is successful, but I want to know
why he’s so uptight underneath that panty-dropping smile. Maybe I can teach Josh to have some fun .
. . and maybe he can teach me a thing or two along the way. . . . USA Today bestselling author Kelly
Jamieson’s epic Bears Hockey series can be read together or separately: MUST LOVE DOGS . . .
AND HOCKEY YOU HAD ME AT HOCKEY Don’t miss any of Kelly’s captivating reads: The Wynn
Hockey series: PLAY TO WIN • IN IT TO WIN IT • WIN BIG • FOR THE WIN The Aces Hockey
series: MAJOR MISCONDUCT • OFF LIMITS • ICING • TOP SHELF • BACK CHECK • SLAP SHOT
• PLAYING HURT • BIG STICK • GAME ON The Bayard Hockey series: SHUT OUT • CROSS
CHECK The Last Shot series: BODY SHOT • HOT SHOT • LONG SHOT The standalone novel:
DANCING IN THE RAIN

You Got Me Feenin Random House
In this New York Times bestseller, a single father discovers the true nature of unconditional
love when a new chance at happiness turns his world upside down. At 32, Russell Green has
it all: a stunning wife, a lovable six year-old daughter, a successful career as an advertising
executive, and an expansive home in Charlotte. He is living the dream, and his marriage to
the bewitching Vivian is at the center of it. But underneath the shiny surface of this perfect
existence, fault lines are beginning to appear . . . and no one is more surprised than Russ
when every aspect of the life he has taken for granted is turned upside down. In a matter of
months, Russ finds himself without a job or a wife, caring for his young daughter while
struggling to adapt to a new and baffling reality. Throwing himself into the wilderness of
single parenting, Russ embarks on a journey at once terrifying and rewarding -- one that will
test his abilities and his emotional resources beyond anything he's ever imagined. When a
chance encounter with an old flame tempts him to take a chance on love again, he will
navigate this new opportunity with trepidation and wonder. But with the loyal support of his
parents, the wisdom of his older sister, Marge, and in the hard-won lessons of fatherhood,
Russ will finally come to understand the true nature of unconditional love -- that it is a
treasure to be bestowed, not earned.

You Got Me Feenin 2 Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Trying to put past hurts behind you is hard when your ex is a fool, but buoyed by
child support and alimony, Jo Walker is moving forward with her life, pursuing a
career, raising her little girl, and trying to live in peace. She believes she has all the
bases covered in her world. But what about her heart? Rap legend Everett "Big
South" McClain is divorced, too, knows all about failed relationships, and has
relegated his love life to casual connections rather than pursuing something real.
That is, until he lays eyes on Jo. She's exactly what he never knew he needed. He's
what's been missing from her world. Will she accept what he has to offer and let him
love her?

When You See Me Johnson Ink, Inc.
To Live in the Present, Let Go of the Past! Stop Being a Victim! Take Control
of Your Life! Carol finds herself drawn to controlling, selfish men. She marries
her college sweetheart, and her world spirals downward from there. Carol
McKibben paints a picture of a women who has always allowed herself to be a
victim, blaming others for her circumstances until one near-fatal night gives her
the strength to take control of her own life...
HarperCollins
“Genius… It is miraculous to read these pieces… You must read The Best of Me.”
—Andrew Sean Greer, New York Times Book Review A New York Times Book
Review Editors’ Choice A CNN and Christian Science Monitor Best Book of the
Month For more than twenty-five years, David Sedaris has been carving out a unique
literary space, virtually creating his own genre. A Sedaris story may seem
confessional, but is also highly attuned to the world outside. It opens our eyes to
what is at absurd and moving about our daily existence. And it is almost impossible to
read without laughing. Now, for the first time collected in one volume, the author
brings us his funniest and most memorable work. In these stories, Sedaris shops for
rare taxidermy, hitchhikes with a lady quadriplegic, and spits a lozenge into a fellow
traveler’s lap. He drowns a mouse in a bucket, struggles to say “give it to me” in five
languages, and hand-feeds a carnivorous bird. But if all you expect to find in
Sedaris’s work is the deft and sharply observed comedy for which he became
renowned, you may be surprised to discover that his words bring more warmth than
mockery, more fellow-feeling than derision. Nowhere is this clearer than in his
writing about his loved ones. In these pages, Sedaris explores falling in love and
staying together, recognizing his own aging not in the mirror but in the faces of his
siblings, losing one parent and coming to terms—at long last—with the other. Taken
together, the stories in TheBest of Me reveal the wonder and delight Sedaris takes in
the surprises life brings him. No experience, he sees, is quite as he expected—it’s
often harder, more fraught, and certainly weirder—but sometimes it is also much
richer and more wonderful. Full of joy, generosity, and the incisive humor that has
led David Sedaris to be called “the funniest man alive” (Time Out New York), The
Best of Me spans a career spent watching and learning and laughing—quite often at
himself—and invites readers deep into the world of one of the most brilliant and
original writers of our time.

Will Penguin
“Don’t You Forget About Me is one of those books I couldn’t put down.
Crackling with energy and wit, I lost count of how many times I laughed out
loud. Mhairi McFarlane’s voice is as clear as a bell—she makes you laugh, but
she also makes you feel. I adore her!” — Sally Thorne Internationally
bestselling author Mhairi McFarlane delivers a funny, romantic, heartfelt novel
perfect for fans of Josie Silver or Sally Thorne, and anyone who loves Bridget
Jones or Fleabag! You always remember your first love... don’t you? If there’s
anything worse than being fired from the worst restaurant in town, it’s coming
home early to find your boyfriend in bed with someone else. Reeling from the
humiliation of a double dumping in one day, Georgina takes the next job that
comes her way—bartender in a newly opened pub. There’s only one problem:
it’s run by the guy she fell in love with years ago. And—make that two
problems—he doesn’t remember her. At all. But she has fabulous friends and
her signature hot pink fur coat... what more could a girl really need? Lucas
McCarthy has not only grown into a broodingly handsome man, but he’s also
turned into an actual grown-up, with a thriving business and a dog along the
way. Crossing paths with him again throws Georgina’s rocky present into sharp
relief—and brings a secret from her past bubbling to the surface. Only she
knows what happened twelve years ago, and why she’s allowed the memories
to chase her ever since. But maybe it’s not too late for the truth... or a second
chance with the one that got away?
Great Circle Penguin
When good goes bad in the latest installment of Laura Pavolv's star-crossed lovers trilogy,
you'll want to be there every step of the way.Life is sweet until it's not... I followed my
dreams when I wanted to follow my heart. I spent the summer touring with the band. Cruz
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Winslow is the love of my life and being with him 24/7 was amazing, until it came to an end. I
needed to go back to school while he finished up his commitment to Exiled. But, that one
decision threatened to tear us apart. And although I knew a long-distance relationship would
be challenging-the time change, classes, studying for exams didn't help. Being away from one
another was more difficult than I ever imagined. There was no doubt in my mind he was the
one for me, but was true love going to be enough? Because I gave him my heart, and he
promised me forever... I'm living a dream that isn't even mine... As the lead singer of Exiled,
I've become a household name, and everyone wants a piece of me. I'm trying to maintain a
relationship with my girlfriend-but the road was a cruel mistress and wouldn't let go. I'm
chained to my band, chained to my fans, and chained to my family. And I don't want any of it
-all I want is More Jade. After Jade leaves for school, I miss her like hell and backslide into
my old ways. It kills me because she's the one person I don't want to disappoint. I love her
so much, but deep down I know she deserves a hell of a lot better than me. I know I need to
set her free. But I can't let her go... Because what if she doesn't come back? A connected
series of first love best read in order: More JadeMore of You More of UsOther novels:
Beautifully Damaged

The Last Thing He Told Me Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
I Want You To Want Me is a slow burn, enemies-to-lovers, rock star romance about
two people who’re bad at love but want to be good for each other. Even more than
wanting to be a rock star, Derek Valencia wants respect in the music industry. But
right when his band hits the big-time, the guys spiral out of control, and the record
label threatens to pull its support. So, when their manager hires a minder to keep
them in line, Derek’s pride takes a hit. Still, he can’t refuse the help, not when he’s
this close to getting everything he’s worked so hard for. And he can’t help the
blazing attraction for the babysitter he’s so intent on disliking. What does Violet
Davis know about love and trust? She grew up in the foster care system, shuffled
from one home to another. But when she falls for the bass player in the band she’s
been hired to look after, something changes in her. She wants him more than she’s
wanted anything in her life. For the first time, she’s in love. For Derek, he’s finally
found something that matters more than music—and he’s not letting her go. But can a
woman who craves stability really make it work with a man whose life is spent on the
road with his band?
Send for Me Independently Published
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! “It's the best memoir I've ever read.” —Oprah
Winfrey “Will Smith isn't holding back in his bravely inspiring new memoir . . . An ultimately
heartwarming read, Will provides a humane glimpse of the man behind the actor, producer
and musician, as he bares all his insecurities and trauma.” —USA Today Winner of the
NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Achievement One of the most dynamic and
globally recognized entertainment forces of our time opens up fully about his life, in a brave
and inspiring book that traces his learning curve to a place where outer success, inner
happiness, and human connection are aligned. Along the way, Will tells the story in full of
one of the most amazing rides through the worlds of music and film that anyone has ever
had. Will Smith’s transformation from a West Philadelphia kid to one of the biggest rap stars
of his era, and then one of the biggest movie stars in Hollywood history, is an epic tale—but
it’s only half the story. Will Smith thought, with good reason, that he had won at life: not
only was his own success unparalleled, his whole family was at the pinnacle of the
entertainment world. Only they didn't see it that way: they felt more like star performers in
his circus, a seven-days-a-week job they hadn't signed up for. It turned out Will Smith's
education wasn't nearly over. This memoir is the product of a profound journey of self-
knowledge, a reckoning with all that your will can get you and all that it can leave behind.
Written with the help of Mark Manson, author of the multi-million-copy bestseller The Subtle
Art of Not Giving a F*ck, Will is the story of how one person mastered his own emotions,
written in a way that can help everyone else do the same. Few of us will know the pressure
of performing on the world's biggest stages for the highest of stakes, but we can all
understand that the fuel that works for one stage of our journey might have to be changed if
we want to make it all the way home. The combination of genuine wisdom of universal value
and a life story that is preposterously entertaining, even astonishing, puts Will the book, like
its author, in a category by itself.

To Get Me To You EK Publishing, LLC
SynopsisNight Calhoun believed he had the perfect marriage and perfect family; that
is until his wife, Slim finds out the truth. When his dirty laundry comes to light it has
his wife assuming she's not enough. Remaining by his side like the good wife, had her
doing things to herself to gain her husband's attention. Unbeknownst to her, someone
is watching her from a distance and it's not who you think. No one has any idea who it
could be; yet, the fear and paranoia is evident in Slim. Will Night be able to save his
family from this unknown person or will they suffer at the hands of a person they
least expect?Sky Calhoun has been with his girlfriend Salik for over fifteen years.
They were middle school sweethearts and have done everything together. However,
Salik decides to live on the wild side thinking Sky will never find out. When he does,
nothing she says or does will make him forgive her betrayal and deceit. Another
woman will capture his attention and like any ex who can't let go, Salik goes out of
her way to destroy any happiness coming towards him.Jace and Kanae have been
playing the cat and mouse game for over two years. When they decide to take it
further, someone stands in between but not without an agenda. Jace isn't worried
about the repercussions of what may happen but Kanae has a lot to lose; including
everything she's worked hard for. Not wanting to get Jace involved, Kanae tries to
handle things on her own. Unfortunately, chaos erupts, and she finds out the hard
way you can't do things on your own.

Shatter Me Grand Central Publishing
The gripping first installment in New York Times bestselling author Tahereh
Mafi’s Shatter Me series. One touch is all it takes. One touch, and Juliette
Ferrars can leave a fully grown man gasping for air. One touch, and she can
kill. No one knows why Juliette has such incredible power. It feels like a curse,
a burden that one person alone could never bear. But The Reestablishment
sees it as a gift, sees her as an opportunity. An opportunity for a deadly
weapon. Juliette has never fought for herself before. But when she’s reunited
with the one person who ever cared about her, she finds a strength she never
knew she had. And don’t miss Defy Me, the shocking fifth book in the Shatter
Me series!
You Complicate Me Moody Publishers
The guy she wants… Growing up on the coast of Maine with a revolving door of
foster siblings, Caitlyn Michaud spent one intense and passionate year falling in
love with her foster brother, Heath. Then he left without a word. Isn’t the guy
she needs… Determined to move on, in college Caitlyn has risen above her
small town impoverished roots and has joined a sorority, reinvented her
appearance, and landed the right boyfriend in frat president Ethan. But the
perfect world she tried so hard to attain is ripped apart when Heath appears
one night out of nowhere. Out of the military, Heath is as brooding and intense
as ever, and he is determined not only to win her back, but to exact revenge on

everyone who kept him from her… And when one love allows her to breathe,
but the other feels as essential to her life as air, how does she choose between
them?
More of You Millbrook Press
National Bestseller "I could not get enough of Jasmine and Ashton! I adored Jasmine--her
ambition, her confidence, her attacks of self-doubt, and especially her hilarious, snarky, and
loving cousins. She and Ashton have such a steamy, swoony, love story that I didn't want the
book to end!"--Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author RITA� Award Winning
author Alexis Daria brings readers an unforgettable, hilarious rom-com set in the drama-
filled world of telenovelas—perfect for fans of Jane the Virgin and The Kiss Quotient. You
Had Me at Hola is a New York Times Editor's Choice Pick, an O Magazine Best Romance
Pick and on many more Best Of lists! Leading Ladies do not end up on tabloid covers. After
a messy public breakup, soap opera darling Jasmine Lin Rodriguez finds her face splashed
across the tabloids. When she returns to her hometown of New York City to film the starring
role in a bilingual romantic comedy for the number one streaming service in the country,
Jasmine figures her new “Leading Lady Plan” should be easy enough to follow—until a casting
shake-up pairs her with telenovela hunk Ashton Su�rez. Leading Ladies don’t need a man to
be happy. After his last telenovela character was killed off, Ashton is worried his career is
dead as well. Joining this new cast as a last-minute addition will give him the chance to show
off his acting chops to American audiences and ping the radar of Hollywood casting agents.
To make it work, he’ll need to generate smoking-hot on-screen chemistry with Jasmine.
Easier said than done, especially when a disastrous first impression smothers the embers of
whatever sexual heat they might have had. Leading Ladies do not rebound with their new
costars. With their careers on the line, Jasmine and Ashton agree to rehearse in private. But
rehearsal leads to kissing, and kissing leads to a behind-the-scenes romance worthy of a
soap opera. While their on-screen performance improves, the media spotlight on Jasmine
soon threatens to destroy her new image and expose Ashton’s most closely guarded secret.

Be Careful, It's My Heart Vintage
You Really Got MeEK Publishing, LLC
Times Like These Harper Collins
From the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Wait for You Do Teresa and
Jase have a real shot at getting together or will life get in the way? Teresa Hamilton
is having a rough year—she's in love with her big brother's best friend, but he hasn't
spoken to her since they shared a truly amazing, mind-blowing, life-changing kiss.
Then she got out of a terrible relationship. Now an injury is threatening to end her
dance career for good. It's time for plan B: college. And maybe she'll have a chance
to convince Jase that what they have together is real. Jase Winstead has a huge
secret that he's not telling anyone—especially not his best friend's incredibly beautiful
sister. Even though he and Teresa shared the hottest kiss of his life, he knows that
his responsibilities must take priority. He certainly doesn't have time for a
relationship. But it doesn't help that all he can think about is kissing the one girl who
could ruin everything for him. As they're thrown together more and more, Jase and
Teresa can't keep denying their feelings for each other. But a familiar danger looms
and tragedy strikes. As the campus recovers, the star-crossed couple must decide
what they're willing to risk to be together and what they're willing to lose if they're
not. . . .
My Secret Boyfriend Penguin
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An
achingly beautiful work of historical fiction that moves between Germany on the eve
of World War II and present-day Wisconsin, unspooling a thread of love, longing, and
the powerful bonds of family. • A TODAY SHOW #ReadWithJenna BOOK CLUB
PICK! Based on the author’s own family letters, Send for Me tells the story of
Annelise, a young woman in prewar Germany. Growing up working at her parents’
popular bakery, she's always imagined a future full of delicious possibilities. Despite
rumors that anti-Jewish sentiment is on the rise, Annelise and her parents can’t quite
believe that it will affect them; they’re hardly religious. But as she falls in love,
marries, and gives birth to her daughter, the dangers grow closer. Soon Annelise and
her husband are given the chance to leave for America, but they must go without her
parents, whose future and safety are uncertain. Two generations later in a small
Midwestern city, Annelise’s granddaughter, Clare, is a young woman newly in love.
But when she stumbles upon a trove of the letters her great-grandmother wrote from
Germany after Annelise's departure, she sees the history of her family’s sacrifices in
a new light, leading her to question whether she can still honor the past while
planning for her future.

When You Come Back to Me Blue Is the Color
Struggling barista Katie Bloom doesn't even know who Jesse Mayes is until she
inadvertently wins the coveted role of sex kitten in his hot new music video.
But by the time she's in bed with him, she knows his reputation as a love maker
and heartbreaker. Making out with a stranger in front of a camera crew isn't
how Katie imagined herself getting over a broken heart but when Jesse touches
her, sparks fly. The sex is fake but the chemistry is real and soon the steamy
video is blazing up the charts. Then Jesse makes Katie an irresistible offer: act
as his girlfriend for six weeks while he promotes his new album. The only
catch is that their sizzling make-out sessions will be for the cameras only.
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